
 

Oscam Cccam Client Creator [TOP]

i would like to use oscam instead of my cccam in the hope it will allow 2 scrambled channels on pip. i
am using duo2 on vix 3.20 and hd blue skin. i can pip bbc1 and bbc2 but as soon as i try scambled 1
and scrambled 2 it all fails and one is just a black screen. hi, in the past i have tried to help (and did)
by creating a oscam channel map that could be loaded and shown on pip tv, what i hoped to do with
oscam cccam client creator but it was never finished as oscam has been in bed for some time and

last i heard it will not ever be finished. if i have time i will try to create the channel map i mentioned
previously, but that has to be done manually, which takes a lot of work and i haven't done it for

some time, most likely never. i just checked the oscam server and there is no server just a very large
empty folder and a few files with no info on them.. how do i get it working?? is it possible? thanks in

advance. hi, i'm just starting with oscam and trying to get stuff working. it seems that it's not to hard
to use stuff from the oscillator project in oscam - but i need to set it up on the client first. but how do
i do that? i run my server as a daemon and i have a client which runs as a client. how can i run my
oscillator as a client instead of my server? i don't want to have two oscillators with the same exact

name and ip address? i have got it working for the client showing cccam the way it should look. now i
want to do it for cccam the oscam client (client). i can show the channel with the channel viewer on

the pi it shows at the side but i want to show it fullscreen on the pi p. it should be able to stream
broadcast tv with it on tvheadend. should i create an oscam channel map for it? any link would be

usefull..
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oscam now has support for the dualvox-jhub in the tuning tab. the client correctly checks the
dualvox-jhub and gets the correct settings and works fine. before the oscam-client you had to
manually adjust the ptt pin settings. hi i have installed oscam on my yamaha dx-45-ultra (linux

based) and it works perfect, but i want to be able to add the ability to see both the standard sver dvb
signal (3950khz) and the standard analog signal (fowler amp) and can’t figure out how to do this. i
have a so far as i can see a dvb cccam and can pip a-fresh, fest, old 95a-fresh, old 95a-fresh, an-

matx 3, an-matx 3-22 and several others so i think i have all i need. if the have a guide for this would
be great! thanks hi thanks for your helpful comments. i’m using oscam 2.4.16.0 client version 0.27

and my dualvox is also on 2.24. i’m using the khd-mt-50-mb2/khdb726k51j00 internal dvb-t receiver.
i’m stuck at the very first step of the program which requires 2 settings to be entered. i have no idea

what these are, i’ve tried hundreds of combinations (dh, std, stdh, stdv, stdvh, stdvv, and stdvvh)
the only thing that seems to work is inserting no clock information and leaving everything else blank.

(i’m in the uk so the settings need to be changed accordingly) is there is a how to guide on
converting the cccam (i have used your converter) and it seems okay. i am not sure how to now get
oscam and enter the correct details so i can run it on my duo2. you may tell me it will not help but i
would also like to learn about oscam. the ccccam and the cccam are different from each other, so
you cannot use the same firmware converter for the ccccam than you use for the ccccam. the only
way to do this would be to use an old firmware converter with the ccccam, and use your rebuilt or

hacked firmware for the ccccam. 5ec8ef588b
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